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Abstract The impact of parametric variations on digital

circuit performance is increasing in nanometer Integrated

Circuits (IC), namely of Process, power supply Voltage and

Temperature (PVT) variations. Moreover, circuit aging

also impacts circuit performance, especially due to Nega-

tive Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) effect. A growing

number of physical defects manifest themselves as delay

faults (at production, or during product lifetime). On-chip,

on-line delay monitoring, as a circuit failure prediction

technique, can be an attractive solution to guarantee correct

operation in safety–critical applications. Safe operation can

be monitored, by predictive delay fault detection. A delay

monitoring methodology and a novel delay sensor (to be

selectively inserted in key locations in the design and to be

activated according to user’s requirements) is proposed,

and a 65 nm design is presented. The proposed sensor is

programmable, allowing delay monitoring for a wide range

of delay values, and has been optimized to exhibit low

sensitivity to PVT and aging-induced variations. Two

MOSFET models—BPTM and ST—have been used. As

abnormal delays can be monitored, regardless of their

origin, both parametric variations and physical defects

impact on circuit performance can be identified. Simulation

results show that the sensor is effective in identifying such

abnormal delays, due to NBTI-induced aging and to

resistive open defects.

Keywords Delay sensors � Reliability in nanometer

technologies � Failure prediction � Process variations �
Predictive delay fault detection

1 Introduction

For safety–critical systems (e.g., in the automotive market),

digital system errors are unacceptable. Human lives are in

stake. Reliable and dependable system operation is, thus,

mandatory. In high-performance systems, the pace at

which digital signal processing is carried out must be the

fastest the physical system is able to deliver. Process

variations and the majority of physical defects can be

identified at production stage. Other parametric variations,

namely power supply Voltage and Temperature (VT)
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variations, are operation-dependent, and difficult to predict,

at the design stage, namely those resulting from non-uni-

form IR drops in power lines, and thermal gradients. Low-

power design requires lowering the power supply voltage,

VDD, down to the 1 V domain, or less, which leads to

dramatic impact on current density across the chip.

Meanwhile, minimum MOS threshold voltage (Vth) is

limited by leakage, eroding noise margins and making

circuits more sensitive to VT variations [1]. Process, power

supply Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variations impact

circuit performance.

Moreover, many safety–critical applications products

must operate for long periods of time. For instance, in the

automotive market, electronic systems must be dependable

during 10 years, for cars, 15 years, for trucks. Therefore,

electronic aging [2], causing long-term performance deg-

radation, must also be considered, and should be moni-

tored, during product lifetime. In nanometer technologies,

reliability problems increase [3, 4], as well as variability

[5]. Long-term circuit operation may also activate physical

defects which were latent at production time. This can also

be viewed as an aging effect.

On-chip, on-line delay monitoring can be used to predict

catastrophic time response and, thus, to prevent harm. We

refer this as predictive delay fault detection. In this context,

a delay fault is any abnormal timing response that exceeds

a given time threshold, regardless of its origin (PVT vari-

ations, aging, or activated physical defects). Hence, pre-

dictive delay fault detection allows us to identify unsafe

timing behaviour prior a timing failure really occurs in

digital system operation.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, a method-

ology for delay monitoring of safety–critical digital sys-

tems is proposed. The proposed methodology allows safe

and dependable circuit operation, regardless of the abnor-

mal delay’s origin—operation-dependent VT conditions,

aging or physical defects. Second, a novel programmable

delay sensor, resilient to PVT and aging variations, is

presented. A 65 nm sensor design is studied, using two

MOSFET models—the publicly available Berkeley Pre-

dictive Transistor Model (BPTM) [6] and the one in the

design kit of a commercial CMOS technology (ST [7]).

The proposed sensor is programmable, and proved to be (1)

more cost-effective and (2) more resilient to PVT varia-

tions than the Agarwal et al. sensor [8]. A part of an

industrial design is used as Circuit Under Test (CUT) to

ascertain the effectiveness of the proposed delay sensor.

The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 briefly

reviews PVT and aging variations, and their impact on

system performance. Section 3 introduces the proposed

delay monitoring methodology. In Sect. 4, the delay sensor

architecture is introduced and discussed. Section 5 briefly

looks into the sensor’s physical design. In Sect. 6,

extensive simulation results are presented. Currently, a test

chip is being taped out. Finally, Sect. 7 summarizes the

conclusions and directions for further research.

2 PVT and aging-induced variations

Nanometer semiconductor products face many challenges

[1, 5]. Power supply noise is operation-dependent, and has

a direct impact on circuit performance [9]. Its effect

becomes more relevant, as VDD scales down. Operation-

dependent power consumption creates dynamic thermal

maps along the die, which also modulate system timing

response [10]. Parametric variations tend to increase with

device scaling down and with system complexity. As a

result, the safety margins associated with worst-case (WC)

PVT variations become too wide, leading to unacceptable

performance degradation in high-performance applications.

Moreover, electronic systems with long operation times

exhibit long-term parametric variations, namely MOS

threshold voltage (Vth) shifts, leading to performance

degradation [4]. Aging creates permanent, slowly drifting

footprints on system performance. Beyond a certain limit,

system errors will occur. This must be avoided in safety–

critical applications.

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) has been

identified as a dominant long-term effect in nanometer

CMOS technologies [4]. NBTI has long been recognized as

a reliability problem, and modeled by the classic Reaction

Diffusion model [11] as VthP * tn, where t is time, and

n & 1/6 [12]. NBTI modeling is, however, a challenging

task, due to the fact that many factors contribute to the

degradation process, namely temperature and/or electric

field dependencies—thus, ultimately, the degradation pro-

cess depends also on VT conditions. NBTI primarily

affects PMOS transistors, when they are ON, increasing

|VthP| along the time. VthP degradation depends on time and

on each PMOS device workload, which depends on circuit

operation, difficult to predict in the design environment.

Static workload (always ON PMOS) leads to increased

VthP degradation, while dynamic workload reduces such

degradation, due to an annealing effect on thin oxide

charge trapping [13]. It has been shown that NBTI can also

modulate the majority carrier mobility, lp [14]. However,

in this work we model the impact of NBTI on circuit

performance by assuming that an equivalent (and uniform)

VthP degradation value can encapsulate all the additional

relevant effects (lp, T, etc.). Non-uniform VthP modulation

can also be performed (increasing circuit simulation costs).

However, this effect does not change the major conclusions

of this work; hence, it is not included for the sake of

simplicity. In order to accommodate possible delay varia-

tions caused by PVT variations, a time slack (sslack) is
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routinely included in the clock signal period. sslack is

defined as the time period exceeding the longest propaga-

tion delay time between memory elements, thus added to

accommodate parametric variations. VthP degradation

erodes the time slack and, ultimately, will cause a delay

fault.

Beyond NBTI, other aging effects, namely Hot Carrier

Injection, Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB),

Electro Migration and Stress Migration, can occur in

nanometer IC technologies [15, 16]. The cumulative effect

of these aging mechanisms is difficult to predict, at the

design stage, especially for new node technologies. For

instance, TDDB, resulting from stress due to the electric

field in the thin oxide gate regions, typically induces a slow

degradation, and then, over time, a sharp increase on the

timing degradation, eventually the oxide breakdown [17].

As referred, in this work, NBTI is assumed to be the

dominant aging effect. However, as abnormal delay mon-

itoring is performed, other aging effects may occur and

thus can also be detected by the proposed delay sensor.

Furthermore, long-term circuit operation can slowly

transform latent physical defects into hard defects. In fact,

defect size tends to increase with time. For instance,

resistive open vias will exhibit increasing resistance value

over time. Hence, prevention of in-field catastrophic fail-

ures due to latent defects must also be carried out. This also

can be performed, by on-line delay monitoring.

The impact of NBTI on digital circuit performance has

been under research [4, 18]. NBTI in static and dynamic

operation has been modeled [13]. Recently, Agarwal et al.

proposed a circuit failure prediction technique [8] and an

aging sensor. They also presented its use on an experi-

mental test chip [19]. Their major application was to

reduce the pessimistic worst-case analysis associated with

PVT variations. Nakura et al. [20] also proposed aging

sensing, using what they refer as defect-prediction Flip-

Flops. However, the area overhead is too large.

Recently, an aging monitoring methodology, to be used

during product lifetime, has been proposed [21], together

with a new 0.35 lm CMOS sensor design, which exhibits a

much lower sensitivity to VT variations than the Agarwal

et al. sensor [8]. However, the complexity of the sensor’s

architecture leads to a relevant area overhead, which limits

the application of the sensor in real products. Moreover, its

topology may be inadequate for nanometer designs. A new

sensor topology, adequate for nanometer designs, has been

proposed in [22, 23] and extensively discussed in this paper.

3 Delay monitoring methodology

For safety–critical applications, we propose to monitor the

degrading timing response using on-line built-in delay

sensors. In order to constrain Silicon area overhead, sensor

area and sensor insertion should be as limited as possible.

Sensors may be activated either on user’s requirement, or

at pre-defined situations (e.g., at power-up), to detect

abnormal delays in critical paths, before they become

catastrophic. Sparse sensor activation in time is effective,

as sensors must monitor slowly drifting long-term effects.

Occasional sensor activation has two advantages: it limits

sensor aging (as it depends on the workload of their PMOS

transistors) and power consumption overhead. If the timing

degradation exceeds a given threshold, some preventive

action is triggered, based on sensor’s data, avoiding harm.

Being on-chip, the sensors must exhibit low sensitivity

to operational conditions, namely to VT variations. In

nanometer technologies, process variability is very large.

Hence, the sensor must also exhibit low sensitivity to

process (P) variations. Finally, in order to allow delay

monitoring for a range of delay values, even in the pres-

ence of PVT or aging-induced variations, the sensor should

be programmable. This allows the sensor to be able to

detect a set of user’s defined delay thresholds, and to

trigger different actions, according to the severity of

threshold violation (e.g., warning, or system driven to a

safe state).

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed delay monitoring

methodology comprises two processes: (1) development of

a sensor insertion technique and an algorithmic approach

for automatic netlist reconfiguration, and (2) development

of cost-effective delay sensors, accommodated in new

library cells, by merging delay sensors with storage ele-

ments (FF).These delay sensors must also be resilient to

PVT and aging-induced variations. This paper focuses

process (2) and its effectiveness in monitoring the influence

of NBTI and latent defects on circuit performance. Nev-

ertheless, the essentials of process (1) are outlined, as

follows.

A sensor insertion technique requires sensor insertion

criteria. Limited sensor insertion must be carried out at the

DyDA

Delay Monitoring Methodology

PrimeTime™

AstranCritical Mem. El. id.

Netlist
reconfiguration

ATPG
Path Delay Faults

Sensor architecture

Low overhead: 
Area, performance, power

Resilient to:
PVT and Aging variations

Validation using CUT

CME cell library

Critical path id. (STA)

Sensor Insertion Technique Delay Sensor Develop.

Fig. 1 Proposed delay monitoring methodology
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output of each Circuit Under Test (CUT) critical path (CP).

CPs are signal paths exhibiting long propagation delay

times (tpd). Assume that the signal path with the longest

delay time has, in nominal PVT conditions, a propagation

delay time, tpdCP. Due to PVT or aging-induced variations,

sensors must be inserted at the end of all the longest signal

paths, for which tpd C a.tpdCP. This alpha is a user defined

parameter (e.g., a = 0.9) and it allows to select the set of

‘‘critical paths’’ to be monitored due to the aging issue. In

synchronous design, logic cones end with memory ele-

ments (FF) that capture processed data. Many critical or

near-critical paths end at the same FF. Hence, the total

number of sensors to be inserted is by far lower than the

number of signal paths for which tpd C a.tpdCP.

Long signal paths are identified with a Static Timing

Analysis (STA) tool, like PrimeTimeTM. A more restrictive

criterion can be used, to reduce overhead. For instance, if

the primary cause of delay shifting is NBTI-driven aging,

an aging-aware (NBTI-aware) STA procedure can be fol-

lowed, as proposed in [19]. Nevertheless, a general STA

tool has the advantage of being unbiased, as regard to the

exact aging phenomena. Although bearing in mind that a

trade-off must exist, unbiased STA used with reasonable a
can better accommodate all aging phenomena.

The sensor insertion technique encompasses additional

steps, besides STA. After STA, critical memory elements

identification is required. Critical memory elements are

those registers ending critical or near-critical paths, for

which sensor insertion is needed. For this, a proprietary

Dynamic Delay Analyser (DyDA) tool [23] generates the

CUT’s delay map, identifying the critical paths ending the

logic cones of each memory element, and ranking them

from the slowest to the fastest. According to user’s defined

a, a subset of memory elements is thus identified, where

delay sensors are to be added. Typically, for low area

overhead, new library cells, merging the memory cell (FF)

and the delay sensor, are developed and made available.

The DyDA tool also automatically performs the third

step, namely netlist reconfiguration. In fact, it reconfigures

the CUT netlist, by replacing ordinary FF with these new

cells. Typically, for a = 0.9, around 10% of the CUT

memory elements require a delay sensor. The exact number

of sensors to be inserted is relevant, in terms of overhead;

however, this is dependent on CUT topology.

Finally, for design verification, some test pattern gen-

eration must be carried out, to guarantee that, when critical

or near-critical paths are activated, the sensor correctly

detects the abnormal delays, according to pre-defined

threshold time values (programmable sensor). If deter-

ministic test sequences are to be derived, Automatic Test

Pattern Generation (ATPG) for path delay faults associated

with the identified critical (or near-critical paths) must be

carried out.

The proposed methodology is a circuit failure prediction

technique and reuses several concepts presented in [8, 19,

21]. As stated, sensors detect abnormal delays, regardless

of their origin. Hence, they can uncover (1) PVT variations

and/or aging-induced variations (namely, due to NBTI) and

(2) delay faults due to physical defects activated by long

circuit operation. Thus, sensor’s insertion enhances the

internal observability of the CUT timing degradation,

before it is too late. It can be viewed as a Test Point

Insertion technique. We refer it as predictive delay detec-

tion. Anyway, according to available data, NBTI is the

dominant aging effect. Hence, on-line delay monitoring is

carried out by the sensors, optimized to exhibit low sen-

sitivity to VT variations, and to NBTI effects. The CUT

will have embedded on-line delay monitors in key loca-

tions, so predictive delay fault detection can be performed,

regardless of the aging mechanism (or of the combination

of mechanisms) responsible for the abnormal delay.

4 Delay sensor

The delay sensor defines an observation interval, Tg.

(referred as guardband interval in [8]) and monitors if

critical path’s output signal (OUT_CL) transitions occur

during Tg. The sensor is inserted in parallel with the FF that

registers OUT_CL, as shown in Fig. 2. Merging the FF (the

critical memory element) with the delay sensor leads to a

new library cell. The Tg period is synchronized with the

clock signal, and defines the unsafe operation region.

When an abnormal delay of OUT_CL occurs, OUT_CL

transitions (0 ? 1 or 1 ? 0) may occur within the unsafe

region. In this case, predictive delay fault detection is

performed by the sensor, and the sensor’s output signal

(OUT_AS) goes HIGH, flagging a warning signal. The

unsafe operation region should be defined by different

threshold delays. Hence, in order for the sensor to be

programmable, the pulse width (i.e., the value of Tg) is

programmable. In our current implementation, a three bit

FFj

CLK

OUT_CL

OUT_AS

ABC

PWD

Q

Delay
Sensor

CUT
Critical
Path

Programmable Tg

Sensor ON/OFF

New 
library cell

Fig. 2 CUT critical path and aging sensor interconnection
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digital word DW = ABC is used. The sensor is shut-off by

PWD (power down) signal.

Figure 3 shows the sensor architecture, composed of

three blocks. The observation interval, Tg, is generated by

the delay element (DE), the input block of the proposed

delay sensor. Tg period is defined as the time interval

during which OUT_GB = 1 and CLK = CLKN = 1

(output signals of DE). The stability of OUT_CL within Tg

is analyzed by the stability checker (SC), the second block.

As shown below, the SC will limit the observation interval,

leading to an effective guardband interval, Tgeff, lower than

Tg. In fact, the effective observation interval depends on

the setup/hold times of the SC. Anyway, as Tg is pro-

grammable, the effect of Tg degradation due to the SC can

be compensated. An output latch (third block) stores the

checker results. If, due to an abnormal propagation delay

time, OUT_CL switches during the effective observation

interval, OUT_SC goes HIGH, this logic value is latched

and the sensor’s output goes HIGH (OUT_AS = 1).

4.1 Delay element

The proposed delay sensor introduces a novel DE architec-

ture, as compared to the sensors presented in [8, 20]. The new

delay element retains the delay generation concept [21] using

the charging/discharging time of a capacitor. However, a

non-linear capacitor is used (MOSCAP-NP), composed of a

NMOS and a PMOS transistor in parallel. This structure,

referred as Complementary Gate Capacitor (CGC) in [24],

exhibits low sensitivity to VDD variations. Using a 2-MOS-

FET structure also reduces DE sensitivity to process varia-

tions. However, the current source/current mirror solution

[21] is dropped, and substituted by a simple pull-down (PD)

programmable network, leading to significant silicon area

savings. The previous solution [21] exhibits extremely low

sensitivity to VT variations, due to the use of current sources

and mirrors. The new DE topology has a slightly increased

sensitivity to VT variations. However, it does not compro-

mise the sensor’s correct functionality in safety–critical

applications.

Figure 4 shows the novel DE circuit topology. Its main

functionality is to generate the OUT_GB signal, which is

synchronized by the CLK signal. The Tg period has a rising

edge, associated with the discharging of node X, and a

falling edge, associated with the rising edge of the clock

signal—when CLK goes to LOW. By modifying the

strength of the X node pull-down network, through

DW = ABC, the sensor can be programmed to define

variable width Tg periods.

The proposed delay sensor is a built-in delay sensor;

hence, it is also affected by circuit aging. In order to

constrain this undesired feature, two measures are taken.

First, the sensor is normally OFF; in fact, it will be acti-

vated only from time to time, as the goal is to observe long-

term drifts in circuit performance. In the OFF state, the

sensor is designed in such a way that aging impact on Tg is

minimized. Second, when the sensor is ON, the sensor

design also favours low sensitivity of Tg on NBTI effects.

As much as possible, NMOS transistors are used to avoid

the NBTI effect [5, 13].

When the sensor is OFF (PWD = 1), Mpnor1 (Fig. 4)

will not age, and Mpnor2 will have low aging effect, since

the periodic clock signal switching will introduce the

annealing effect, reducing charge traps in the thin oxide of

the MOSFET. Moreover, the output of the NOR2 gate is at

logic ‘0’, the gate terminal of Mpch is LOW, VX = 1 and

DW = ABC

PWD

OUT_CL

CLK

OUT_ASOUT_GB

SCDE LatchNCLK

OUT_SC

DE: Delay 
Element

Tg: OUT_GB 
& CLK = 1

SC: Stability  
Checker

Observation 
interval, Tg

CUT
Critical
Path

Fig. 3 Aging sensor architecture and observation interval (Tg)

definition (OUT_GB = CLKN = 1)

Fig. 4 Sensor’s Delay Element

(DE) topology
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OUT_GB = 0. In these circumstances, Mpch ages, but

MOSCAP-P transistor does not. Note that threshold voltage

degradation of Mpch increases the pre-charge time of X

node, but it does not impact the guardband interval value,

Tg, which ensures the resilience of Tg to the aging effect. In

fact, Tg is defined by the MOSCAP capacitance value

(dominant in the X node total capacitance) and by the

driving force of the pull-down network (composed of

NMOS transistors, thus not affected by NBTI). For all the

simulation results obtained, the increase on X node pre-

charge time did not compromise the correct functionality of

the sensor. Simulation results show that more than 60%

DVthP are required before MPch aging becomes problem-

atic. The MOSCAP-NP element, together with INV input

capacitance and the output capacitance of MPch and the PD

network, emulate a capacitor that, in the present 65 nm

CMOS design, is Cx = 15 fF. With MOSCAP-NP, at least

one MOS transistor is in strong inversion region, showing

much better capacitance linearity with VDD than a Simple

Gate Capacitor. The proposed DE is a 15-MOSFET solu-

tion, much more compact than the Agarwal’s solution (23

MOSFET). Area savings, as compared to the aging sensor

presented in [20], are even larger.

When the sensor is ON (PWD = 0), the NOR gate acts

as an inverter, delivering the CLK = CLKN signal to the

gate terminal of Mpch. For CLK = 1, VX = VDD (pre-

charge phase) and VOUT_GB = 0. However, for CLK = 0,

MNA1, MNA2 and MNA3 will be ON and, depending on

which additional transistors in the NMOS network (Mc1,

Mc2 and Mc3) are activated too (driven by the HIGH logic

value of A, B and C inputs), a pull-down network will be

ON, discharging node X to ground and charging Cx

capacitor to VDD. As VX goes from VDD to 0, VOUT_GB

switches 0 ? 1, and a guardband interval is formed

(Tg [ 0). Signals OUT_GB and CLK determine the

guardband interval width, Tg, defined as the period of time

in which both signals are in the HIGH state. As stated, the

Tg period rising edge is defined by the delay introduced by

DE, while its falling edge is defined by the CLK signal.

Therefore, with this DE architecture, Tg is modulated by

the discharging time of node X (Fig. 4). The discharging

current depends on the digital word DW = ABC. Hence,

the sensor has a programmable Tg, by selecting DW value.

The lowest valid digital number (DW = 001) (decimal 1)

leads to a minimum Tg (low PD current). As DW increases,

so do the discharging currents and the period width, Tg. In

contrast, the DE in [8] has a hardware-fixed Tg value.

4.2 Stability checker and latch

The Stability Checker (SC) and Latch configurations are

shown in Fig. 5. Two types of OUT_CL transitions can

occur, HL (1 ? 0) and LH (0 ? 1). For each signal path

through the combinational logic, tPHL [ tPLH or tPHL

\ tPLH stands. However, PVT or aging-induced variations,

or activated physical defects, may change this. Hence, SC

must check that neither HL nor LH OUT_CL transition

occurs within Tg. Thus, SC must be rising- and falling-edge

sensitive to OUT_CL. The pull-down nets of nodes Y and

Z (together with INVSC) (Fig. 5) guarantee this. When

CLK = 1, OUT_SC = 0. During Tg, CLKN = OUT_

GB = 1, and OUT_SC = 1 if and only if OUT_CL

switches HL or LH. The presence of INVSC leads to a

higher setup time for checking the HL transition, as com-

pared to the LH transition.

The Stability Checker limits the observation interval, as

defined by the Delay Element. If OUT_CL switches very

close to the either rising or falling edge of the guardband,

then the transition may not be detected by the Stability

Checker. This occurs due incomplete discharge of the

NMOS stacks. As shown in Fig. 6, two Hold Time metrics

are defined to quantify the effective Tg interval,

Tgeff = Tg - (Thold ? Tsu). Hold time (Thold) is the time

interval during which the Guardband must remain valid

Fig. 5 Stability Checker and Latch of the proposed delay sensor

Fig. 6 Guardband degradation due to Hold time constraints of the

Stability Checker
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before OUT_CL makes a transition. Time setup (Tsu) is the

time interval during which the Guardband must remain

valid after OUT_CL makes a transition (in fact, a setup

time). Predictive delay fault detection is performed when

the delayed OUT_CL transitions occur after of

REGB ? Thold and before of FEGB-Tsu, where REGB is

the time when the rising edge of the Guardband (rising

edge of OUT_GB) is at VDD/2 value and FEGB is the time

when the falling edge of the Guardband (falling edge of

CLKN) is at VDD/2 value. If any OUT_CL transition

occurs outside of this time interval, the sensor will not

detect it.

In Fig. 6, we note that CLKN is delayed with respect to

CLK. This is due the inverter action of the NOR gate when

PWD = 0 (this delay time is marked as tdN in Fig. 6).

Metastability could occur when the stability checker goes

from writing phase to memory phase. Writing phase begins

when OUT_GB goes HIGH. On the other hand, the writing

phase ends when CLKN goes LOW (falling transition), and

this is the memory phase. Hence, any transition of OUT_CL

close to the falling transition of CLKN may violate the set-

up time of the stability checker and a metastability problem

may occur. However, tdN alleviates the problem of eventual

set-up time violation and metastability because in the

design phase, all OUT_CL delayed transitions switch

before the rising edge of the clock signal (e.g., falling edge

of CLKN). Since the falling edge of CLKN appears a time

tdN after of the rising edge of the CLK and Tsu metric is

located before the falling edge of CLKN, the real time

constraint that must be satisfied is (Tsu-tdN) instead of the

original Tsu. This issue will be revisited in Sect. 6, where

additional simulation results are presented.

4.3 Sensor issues

The loading effect introduced by the delay sensor on the

circuit to be observed depends on the input capacitance of

the input node of the Stability Checker driven by CLK.

This loading effect, increasing the total capacitance of the

OUT_CL node, tends to increase the propagation delay

time of the critical path. However, this loading effect, for

the proposed sensor, is almost negligible (around 1% speed

degradation, according to many simulation examples using

the 65 nm design).

The strength of the X node pull-down network must take

this observation time degradation into account, as Tgeff

must allow the detection of OUT_CL transitions occurring

in the considered unsafe region. In order to perform pre-

dictive delay fault detection, the most relevant edge of the

Guardband, or observation interval, is its rising edge,

occurring first in time. This defines the sensor’s maximum

resolution, for each DW value. If different actions are to be

taken, according to the severity of the timing degradation

of the CUT, different DW words can be applied to the

sensor. Note that Thold and Tsu do not depend on DW; in

fact, they only depend on the SC characteristics and on its

sensitivity to PVT or aging-induced variations.

Low sensitivity of the delay sensor to process (P) vari-

ations is also a valued characteristic of the proposed sensor.

In fact, resilience to P variations is obtained using two

circuit techniques: (1) avoidance of minimum dimension

transistors (Lmin, Wmin), and (2) use of several circuit ele-

ments in parallel (their variance is lower than an equivalent

circuit element). Hence, no Lmin MOSFETs are used, and

this lead to no Wmin transistors. Moreover, the use of

MOSCAP-NP also leads to low sensitivity of Cx to P

variations. The improvement of the linearity of MOSCAP-

NP also helps. For the ST 65 nm CMOS technology,

Lmin = 60 nm. In our design, Lmin = 65 nm and

Wmin = 120 nm (Fig. 4). The MOSCAP-NP is built with

one NMOS and one PMOS transistors, both with

W = L=745 nm.

5 Physical design: ASTRAN tool

In this work, the Astran academic netlist-to-layout tool

[25] is used to synthesize the cells being designed.

Astran is flexible enough to generate large cells with

non-complementary logic and different number of P and N

transistors, as needed in this sensor design. It generates

new cells compliant to the commercial cell library. Minor

hand-made optimizations are made to fix Design Rule

Checking (DRC) violations and to improve layout com-

paction. In our flow, cells are initially described at sche-

matic level, simulated and validated. After this, they are

converted to Spice netlist to be synthesized by Astran.

The sensor physical design has been optimized with

Astran for ST 65 nm technology. The library-compliant

sensor layout is depicted in Fig. 7.

6 Simulation results

Simulations results are presented first, regarding the sensor

design, and then using a simple CUT. In order to compare

the sensitivity to VT variations of the proposed sensor and

Agarwal et al.’s sensor [8], a 65 nm replica of the Agrawal

sensor has also been designed. Hence, results are also

presented, to compare the proposed sensor, and Agarwal

et al. sensor. The reported results are for the sensor design

described in Sect. 4, and Agrawal’s sensor, using ST 65 nm

technology [7]. In addition, some results are also shown for

BPTM MOSFET models [6]. All circuit simulations are

performed with HSPICE. For the ST design, Standard Vt
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(i.e., Vth) (SVT) NMOS and PMOS transistors have been

used in sensor and CUT design, within the ST triple Vt

available technology. The basic model parameters and VT

ranges are shown in Table 1. For the BPTM model, higher

Temperature has been used (Tmax = 180�C), as for some

automotive applications, high temperature electronics is

used.

6.1 VT variation results

For the ST model, the VDD range has been limited at 10%

variation from the nominal (1.2 V) value, due to the fact

that, by lowering VDD, the MOS transistors easily may go

from strong inversion into sub-threshold-like regime (where

increasing T, the drain current increases). This is a conse-

quence of high Vth values in ST technology (Table 1),

probably to constrain the static power (leakage currents). In

fact, we plot characteristics curves for PMOS and NMOS

transistors in this technology, and the point at which the

drain current switches from diffusion (sub-threshold) to

drift is around VGS 0.6–0.8 V. The delay sensor (with ST

model) still operates at VDD = 0.8 V (correct Boolean

functionality). However, larger tPHL(VDD = 0.8 V) values

occur at T = 27�C, and not at T = 180�C. The dominance

of Vth reduction over lp reduction (when T increases)

justifies the reverse temperature behavior [25, 26].

Hence, a first, relevant conclusion is that this 65 nm

CMOS technology is quite sensitive to VT variations, not

only on VDD and T levels, but also on normal or reverse

Temperature effects. Multi-Vt nanometer technologies are

expected to have this problem, especially with the low-

leakage (HVT) transistors. This is relevant, not only for

unwanted VDD variations (power supply noise), but also for

planned variations, e.g., when Dynamic Voltage Scaling

(DVS) techniques are used to restrict dynamic power

consumption. Therefore, the Delay Sensor must be prop-

erly designed to account for these issues.

Figure 8 shows the simulation results with the proposed

sensor and Agarwal et al.’s sensor [8], obtained with the ST

model, of the observation interval (Tg) variations (as

observed at the output of DE) with VDD and T, for both

sensors. For the proposed sensor, results are shown for

DW = 7. As shown, our sensor exhibits higher Tg values

than Agarwal’s sensor, allowing the detection of lower

propagation delay variations. As expected, higher T or

lower VDD values decrease Tg, due to the increase of the Cx

discharging time. Moreover, it is clear that the proposed

sensor, occupying less Si area, leads to lower sensitivity to

VT variations than the Agarwal et al. sensor [8].

A detail of simulation results for the dependence of Tg

on VDD and T is depicted in Fig. 9(a), also for DW = 7. It

can be observed that the curves for T = 90�C and

T = 150�C intersect as VDD increases. Figure 9(b) plots Tg

as function of the temperature. This plot allows under-

standing better the sensor behaviour dependence, in ST

technology, on temperature and VDD. As it is well known,

VDD variations have a stronger impact than T variations.

Fig. 7 Aging sensor layout (ST

65 nm) (8.4 9 2.6 lm2)

Table 1 VT ranges for the two MOSFET models used in simulation

Models BPTM ST Units

VDDnom 1.1 1.2 V

VDDmin 0.8 1.08 V

DVDD 27.4 10.0 %

Tnom 27 27 �C

Tmax 180 150 �C

VthN 0.423 0.442 V

VthP -0.365 -0.43 V

Fig. 8 Tg dependence on VDD and T, for the two sensors (Agrawal

et al. [8] and ours, ST model and DW = 7)
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There are VDD values for which Tg almost does not depend

on T (Fig. 9(b)). The two T dependence regions become

apparent: a normal T dependence region (for which an

increase in T corresponds to a decrease in the drain cur-

rent), and a reverse temperature dependence region (for

which the opposite occurs) [27] (Fig. 9(b)). Between the

two regions, it is possible to define a temperature-insensi-

tive supply voltage value, VINS, for which zero dependence

occurs [26, 28]. This corresponds to the mutual compen-

sation of channel drift mobility and threshold voltage

temperature effects. Note that VINS = VINS(VDD,T).

6.2 Process variation results

For safety–critical applications, the sensor must also pro-

vide reliable operation also under P (Process) variations.

For the BPTM, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations results are

described in [22]. For the ST model, MC simulations have

been performed (100 runs, worst case VT conditions). As

shown in Table 2, the proposed sensor is also more robust

to process variations than the one presented in [8]. In fact,

Agrawal’s sensor presents a mean value of Tg of 368.92 ps

and a sigma value of 66.11 ps. As shown in Table 2, the

proposed sensor has a higher guardband interval (for

DW = 7) and a lower standard deviation than Agrawal’s

sensor. Table 3 provides additional data, for the various

sensor resolutions (DW from 1 to 7), as our sensor is

programmable. It shows that, for all DW values, the same

trend holds. Although the tPHL values depend on P varia-

tions, the sensor can still be tuned (by varying DW) to

identify a specific Dtpd variation. As referred, the Stability

Checker limits the width of the observation interval

(Tgeff \ Tg). Table 4 provides data on the hold time met-

rics for the SC of the delay sensor, in ST 65 nm

technology.

Figure 10 shows the CUT and its critical path used in

the simulation results. The CUT is a cascade of identical

combinational cones used in an industrial design—

XTRAN. This circuit has been chosen to illustrate the

effectiveness of one proposed delay sensor to perform

predictive delay fault detection, even in the presence of

PVT or aging-induced variations, or in the presence of

physical defects causing performance degradation. The

CUT complexity is adequate to low-cost HSPICE simula-

tion, even Monte Carlo simulation. Circuit-level simulation

makes VT variations injection trivial. Moreover, the cho-

sen CUT avoids the problem of test pattern generation, as

Fig. 9 Detail of Tg dependence

on VDD and T, for the proposed

sensor, ST model and DW = 7

Table 2 Statistical data of Monte Carlo simulation for the guardband

interval, Tg (DW = 7, WC conditions)

Our sensor Agarwal et al. Unit

Min Tg 510.12 44.57 ps

Max Tg 563.68 453.54 ps

Mean 537.03 368.92 ps

Variance 8.554e-23 4.371e-21

Sigma 9.24 66.11 ps

Table 3 Statistical data of MC simulation for the guardband interval,

Tg for all DW values (WC conditions)

DW Mean Sigma

1 333.76 ps 32.08 ps

2 371.38 ps 25.58 ps

3 469.80 ps 14.82 ps

4 478.60 ps 14.15 ps

5 512.75 ps 10.98 ps

6 517.30 ps 10.53 ps

7 537.03 ps 9.24 ps

Table 4 Hold time metrics for the Stability Checker of the proposed

sensor (WC VT conditions) for the ST 65 nm technology

OUT_CL transition

Rising (0 ? 1) Falling (1 ? 0)

Thold 49 ps 89 ps

Tsu 140 ps 170 ps
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its critical path has been identified by simulation, and all

other inputs (90 to 95, see Fig. 10) are assigned logic

values that enable critical path activation. The CUT also

allows modifying OUT_CL phase as compared to the CLK

phase, by changing the phase of the IN signal. The time

slack can easily be modified, by modulating the clock

frequency. The simulation testbench also allows injecting

NBTI effects in the CUT and in the sensor, or only in the

CUT (assuming that the sensor, being normally OFF, ages

very little). In the simulation testbench, the delay sensor is

connected in parallel with the FF that captures the CUT’s

response, OUT_CL (Fig. 1). Each XTRAN module has the

topology shown also in Fig. 10. A resistance (Ropen)

between ground and the source terminal of the lower

NMOS transistor of gate G5 (Fig. 10) is inserted (in the

first XTRAN cone) only when the sensor is used for pre-

dictive fault detection of physical defects (resistive opens).

Of course, other fault locations (resistive open and bridging

defects) have been tried; here, a typical result is presented,

for this resistive open via.

The delay sensor is analyzed under worst case (WC) VT

conditions. As shown in Table 1, for the BPTM model,

WC VT conditions are VDD = 0.8 V, T = 180�C. For the

ST model, WC VT conditions corresponds to VDD =

1.08 V, T = 150�C.

For the BPTM model, under WC VT conditions, the

propagation delay time in the CUT’s critical path is

tPLH = 1.279 ns. The CLK period used in the simulations

is TCLK = 2.2 ns (50% duty cycle). However, for the ST

model, under different WC conditions, the longest propa-

gation delay time in the critical path of the CUT is tPHL =

809 ps. Hence, this commercial IC technology leads to

much better performance than predicted by the BPTM

model. For the ST model, the CLK period used in the

simulations is TCLK = 1.3 ns (fCLK = 769.23 MHz) also

with a 50% duty cycle.

Simulation results to ascertain the effectiveness of the

proposed delay sensor, in the presence of process variations

can anticipate real experimental results on a test chip, being

taped out. This can be performed, in the simulation envi-

ronment, using Monte Carlo (MC) circuit simulation.

Moreover, these MC results also show that, under statistical

variations, OUT_CL transitions with variable delays will

show up. How does the sensor cope with this reality?

Figure 11 shows typical simulation results (voltage

waveforms) of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using the

CUT and the maximum sensor resolution (DW = 7),

under worst case VT conditions. A Gaussian distribution

with ±3r variation, corresponding to ±10% variation of

the nominal parameter values, was assumed for three

MOSFET parameters: L, tox and VTH. For each set of MC

simulations, 30 runs were performed. MC simulations

were run introducing variations on the MOSFET param-

eters in both the CUT and the sensor. In these simula-

tions, it was assumed that the sensor does not age (it will

only be switched ON from time to time). All simulation

results show that the proposed sensor does not trigger any

warning signal (no false positives). Figure 11 shows MC

simulations for DVthP = 15% in the CUT (DtPLH = 17%)

and the delay sensor with DW = 7. In this figure, it is

shown that the Tg period is well established and, despite a

large spread of OUT_CL switching transition times, the

sensor is able to detect these abnormal delays (OUT_AS

switching) in a significant number of cases. In fact, for

DVthP = 15% (DtPLH = 17%), 17 out of 30 MC runs

detect the predictive timing failure. For DVthP [ 21%, the

sensor is able to detect abnormal delays in all 30 runs in

each MC analysis.
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Fig. 10 CUT critical path

considered in all simulations
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The issue of setup/hold time violations and eventual

metastability problems can also be investigated, in the

simulation environment. In Fig. 12, an example of a setup

time violation (when OUT_CL transition occurs near the

end of the Tg period) is shown. In fact, OUT_CL switches

close to falling edge of CLKN. In this case, OUT_AS never

flips to the opposite values to complete the latch of the

OUT_SC data. The sensor does not detect this OUT_CL

too delayed transition, but does not show any metastability

behavior. Nevertheless, this is not a relevant issue, as

basically, in order to avoid harm, the designer wants to

prevent the CUT to enter the unsafe region (defined by the

rising edge of Tg, not its falling edge), not the leave the

unsafe region. Moreover, metastability refers to signals that

do not assume stable 0 or 1 states for some duration of time

at some point during CUT normal operation. With this

Stability Checker topology, as long as CLKN goes to 0, at

least one strong pull-up at nodes Y or Z occurs (logic 1),

driving the NORSC gate output to 0 (see Fig. 5), thus

preventing the latch to go to intermediate voltage levels for

a long period of time.

6.3 Aging results

Figure 13 shows, for the ST model, the dependence of the

CUT’s critical path propagation delay time (tPHL)

(Fig. 13(a)) and delay time variation (DtPHL) (Fig. 13(b))

on the PMOS threshold voltage VthP increment (NBTI

Fig. 11 CUT response under P

variations and slight aging:

Monte Carlo simulation under

DVthP = 15% in the CUT

(BPTM model) and worst case

VT conditions (VDD = 0.8 V,

T = 180�C)

Fig. 12 Example of a set-up time violation. OUT_CL switches close to falling edge of CLKN. OUT_AS never bit-flips to complete the latch of

OUT_SC

Fig. 13 Effective a tPHL and

b percentage DtPHL variations

with DVthP aging variations for

the CUT under study (ST 65 nm

model)
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aging). Aging ‘‘fault’’ injection (by means of a VthP

increase) is carried out as described in [26]. A voltage

source is added in series with the gate of each PMOS in the

CUT, as we assume no aging for the sensor. CUT perfor-

mance degradation is relevant, and significantly larger than

the one observed in a similar CUT and a sensor in 0.35 lm

IC technology [21]. For worst-case VT conditions, the

CUT exhibits a DtPHL = 100% of degradation when VthP

of all PMOS transistors is increased 0.5 V.

However, there is not a relevant difference between WC

and nominal conditions, in DtPHL(DVthP). As it can be seen

in Fig. 13, although the real propagation delay time is sig-

nificantly different for nominal and WC conditions

(Fig. 13(a)), this is not the case as regards to delay varia-

tions, DtPHL (Fig. 13(b)). This result is significantly differ-

ent than what we observed in larger technologies (0.35 lm

[21]), and also predicted by the BPTM model [22].

Figure 14 shows the levels of abnormal delay detection

of the proposed sensor, in WC conditions, for each digital

word (DW), and for the two MOSFET models. For the

BPTM model, the critical path corresponds to a LH tran-

sition of OUT_CL, while for the ST model it corresponds

to a HL OUT_CL transition. As shown, for the BPTM

model, our sensor allows the detection of LH DtPLH due to

aging from 17% to 52% (for a DW = 7) and from 42% to

52% (with DW = 1). The maximum value of DtPLH (52%)

depends on the time slack, which is determined by the

clock period, TCLK = 2.2 ns. For the ST model, the sensor

allows the detection of HL DtPHL from 14.43% to 47.83%

(with DW = 7) and from 44.49% to 47.83% (with

DW = 1). As referred, the maximum DtPHL detection

value (47.83%) depends on the time slack, which is

determined by the clock period, (now, TCLK = 1.3 ns).

Hence, both models predict similar percentage DtPHL

(DtPLH) variations, and confirm the availability of a sig-

nificant range of the predictive delay fault detection vari-

ation. Under WC VT conditions and DW = 7, the sensor in

ST 65 nm technology is able to identify a 116.7 ps delay

increase, in a 1.3 ns clock period (14.43% 9 809 ps =

116.7 ps).

6.4 Defects detection results

The delay sensor can rewardingly be used for predictive

delay fault detection, due to latent physical defects which

may be activated by long circuit operation. Simulation

results are reported for parametric (resistive) open defects.

Defect size is modeled by a Ropen resistance. The value of

Ropen is unknown, and may drift during product lifetime,

according to workload conditions. From a user’s point of

view, the Ropen value is irrelevant. What is crucial is that, if

the open defect manifests itself as an additional delay Dtpd,

this abnormal delay should not exceed a given safety value,

to prevent a circuit error. Hence, it is not important if the

sensor can detect the open defect for the overall Ropen

range of values for which it is detectable. Instead, the goal

is to make sure the proposed sensor is able to monitor the

impact of the open defect within the range of Ropen values

for which it can become potentially harmful. Moreover, as

on-line detection is considered, delay detection is only

considered for functional testing. Hence, we do not target

100% predictive delay coverage (e.g., transition and/or

path delay fault coverage), but 100% coverage of abnormal

delays in functional mode—the one for which harm must

be prevented.

Defect-induced predictive fault detection is illustrated

by considering a resistive open defect [29, 30]. As an

illustrative example, the open fault is injected in the lower

NMOS transistor of gate G5, only in the first XTRAN cone

(Fig. 10). We consider the LH transition at the input 96,

which drives a HL transition at the CUT’s output

(OUT_CL). Results, as shown in Fig. 15, are obtained with

WC VT conditions (VDD = 1.08 V, T = 150�C) and

NBTI-induced aging. As the value of the resistive open

defect (Ropen) increases, the propagation delay in the crit-

ical path increases too, allowing predictive delay detection.

Fig. 14 Detection ranges in

percent variations of DtPLH

(DtPHL) of the CUT under WC

conditions: a BTPM

(VDD = 0.8 V, T = 180�C);

b ST (VDD = 1.08 V,

T = 150�C)
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For very low Ropen values, the additional delay is so

small that OUT_CL does not switch inside the observation

interval, Tg. For higher Ropen values, the defect becomes

detectable, as seen in Table 5. As expected, for high pull-

down currents (high DW), Tg, is wider, and lower abnor-

mal delays (due to Ropen) are detectable (e.g., 35.7 kX for

DW = 7, 120 kX for DW = 1). For this clock frequency,

the maximum detectable value of Ropen is 137 kX.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, a new methodology for delay monitoring of

safety–critical digital systems, and a novel programmable

delay sensor resilient to PVT and aging-induced variations

have been presented.

Simulation results have shown that the sensor is cost-

effective, and is able to identify abnormal delays, due to PVT

variations, NBTI-induced aging, or to resistive open defects.

Predictive delay testing is, hence, possible, to prevent cata-

strophic system errors in safety–critical applications.

In particular, the proposed research allows concluding

the following. Simulations results for a given digital

CMOS technology (65 nm) circuit netlist and different

MOS transistor models (BPTM, ST) may provide different

behaviors, even in a simple CUT and critical path, as the

one used in the simulation testbench. However, despite

those differences, the proposed aging sensor is able to

perform the specified functionality. Being programmable,

the sensors may be tuned to perform predictive delay

detection for target time threshold values, even in the

presence of process variations.

In these IC technologies, namely with multi-Vth tran-

sistors, sensitivity to VT variations may become critical, as

lowering VDD may easily drive the MOSFET to conduct in

sub-threshold-like regions (reverse temperature behavior).

This can be relevant in the presence of power supply noise,

or in DVS-based designs. The normal and reverse tem-

perature behavior is, thus, very important for 65 nm (or

lower) technologies, and 1.2 V (or lower) VDD values, and

may have also impact on the definition of design corners

for a given technology.

For this 65 nm technology, the effect of VthP degrada-

tion on circuit performance is similar under nominal and

WC VT conditions, as far as percentage propagation delay

variations is concerned, although absolute values differ.

This was not observed in sub-micron technologies.

On-line predictive delay fault detection can be a useful

technique to uncover long-term effects in safety–critical

systems, using a set of judiciously located delay sensors,

seldom activated (as compared to the system’s operation

time). Harm prevention is carried out regardless of the

abnormal delay origin, namely whatever aging phenom-

ena, PVT variation or latent defects are present.

As referred, the proposed delay monitoring methodol-

ogy comprises two processes. This paper dealt with sensor

design. The sensor insertion technique, including selective

sensor insertion criteria and an algorithmic approach for

automatic netlist reconfiguration are being carried out, with

large benchmark circuits and with multi-sensor insertion.

Moreover, cell library development (critical memory ele-

ments) and gate-level simulation procedures, allowing PVT

and aging fault injection, is under research. Work is in

progress, and will be reported in the future.
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